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Abstract Photoacoustic imaging has recently emerged as a promising imaging modality for prostate cancer.
Knowledge of absorbed light distribution in prostate tissues is essential since the distribution characteristics of
absorbed light energy will influence the imaging depth and range of photoacoustic imaging (PAI). In this paper, a
tumor-embedded prostate optical model was established. Light absorption distribution patterns of the tissue model
through trans-urethral laser illumination using cylindrical diffusing light (CDL) and spherical diffusing light (SDL)
were studied based on the Molecular Optical Simulation Environment (MOSE). In addition, the influence of laser
energy and absorption coefficient of tumor on the light absorption in tumor was demonstrated. The results show that
laser illumination from urethral allows the prostate tissues to obtain more efficient light absorption. The light
absorption distribution of tumors irradiated by CDL has a relatively uniform characteristic in a large range, with its
value around the light source less than that of SDL. Laser energy and tumor absorption coefficient has linear effect
on the light absorption of tumor, which is consistent with the Beer Law. The conclusions will be helpful to optimize
the laser source and to improve the imaging depth in a photoacoustic imaging system.
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摘要 光声成像技术近年来已成为一种极具前景的前列腺癌成像技术。由于光声成像范围与光能量的吸收分布直

接相关，为了优化经尿道光辐照的前列腺光声成像系统的光源参数，必须了解前列腺组织的光吸收分布。根据前列

腺组织的形态特征构建了一个嵌有球状肿瘤的三维前列腺光学模型，利用光学分子影像仿真平台(MOSE) 比较研究

了柱状和球状两种弥散光源经尿道辐照时组织内光吸收分布特性。考查了激光能量和肿瘤处光学吸收系数对肿瘤

光吸收的影响。模拟结果表明经尿道照明有利于前列腺组织内部光吸收，特别是深处位置。另外，相比于球状弥散

光源，柱状弥散光源侧向光吸收分布较均匀，适合于三维扫描光声成像和信源分析。研究结果表明增大输入的激光

能量或者肿瘤光学吸收系数可以明显提高肿瘤处光能量吸收，这与组织光学中的有关理论一致。有关结论有助于前

列腺光声成像系统的光源优化设计和成像深度的改善。
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1 Introduction
In recent years, prostate cancer has been a serious health concern around the world, especially in the

United States[1-2]. Photoacoustic imaging (PAI) has recently emerged as a promising imaging modality for
various biomedical applications[3], which combines the contrast capability of optical imaging with the
resolution of ultrasound imaging. Some studies have demonstrated that PAI can be used as a tool for imaging
prostate lesion[4-7]. Trans-rectal light illumination combined with ultrasound transducer has been a usual
imaging model in the previous PAI studies[5], but it was difficult to improve accuracy in the reconstructed
image because trans-rectal light illumination was suffering from the great light absorption attenuation of
the rectal wall. Xie et al.[8] presented a photoacoustic imaging technique for prostate cancer based on trans-
urethral laser illumination using diffuse light source. As we know, the temporal amplitude and profile of
photoacoustic signals are spatial mappings of the absorbed optical energy. The distribution characteristic
of absorbed light energy would determine the imaging depth and range of PAI. In order to optimize light
delivery in photoacoustic imaging, Monte Carlo simulation for light transport in tissues has been carried

out[9 - 11] . However, so far a complex optical model of tumor-embedded prostate tissue internally irradiated
by diffusing light source was not available. In order to gain deeper understanding of light absorption
characteristics and optimize the light absorption inside the tumor-embedded prostate tissue through trans-
urethral laser illumination using diffuse light source, a 3D tumor-embedded prostate optical model was
established according to the structure of human prostate. And the propagation characteristics and light
distribution patterns in the tissue model irradiated by two different diffusing light sources through urethral
were studied and compared between each other based on the latest published Monte Carlo software named
Molecular Optical Simulation Environment (MOSE 2.3)[12-15]. In addition, the effect of the laser energy and
absorption coefficient of tumor on the light absorption energy in tumor was demonstrated. The conclusions
help to optimize the laser source in a photoacoustic imaging system.

2 Model and method
It was known to all the prostate looks like a chestnut with transversal diameter, longitudinal diameter and

the vertical diameter of about 4, 2 and 3 cm, respectively. Clinical examination showed that prostate tumor
often happened in the lobe of posterior. Solid tumors have increased blood flow, and therefore hemoglobin
concentration rises. As a result, there was high optical absorption of tumor compared with other normal
tissue components at wavelengths in the visible and near-infrared range.

Taking into account the location of ultrasound probe for photoacoustic signal detection in rectum, trans-
urethral laser illumination was adopted using diffuse light source, a 3D triangular meshes tumor-embedded
prostate optical model was established based on human prostate morphology through programming, as
shown in Fig. 1. Three spherical absorbers with the same high optical absorption coefficient at three different
positions were set to simulate tumors. The triangular meshes were expressed as OFF files. The OFF file used
the surface of object to represent the geometry of the object, then the surface of the object was divided into
a large number of triangles. The prostate phantom′s transversal diameters in x-axis, y-axis and the height
were 2, 3. 8, 3. 184 cm, respectively, and its center was located at (0,0,15.92) mm. Diameters of the three
tumors were all set to 2 mm, and the location was (2,0,16) mm for tumor-1, (5,0,16) mm for tumor-2, and
(2,0,9) mm for tumor-3. The Cartesian coordinates were used for the simulation.

According to optical properties of human prostate from foreign group[16 - 17] , main optical parameters
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including absorption coefficient μa , scattering coefficient μ′
s = μ s (1 - g) where g is anisotropy, and tissue

refractive index n at 732 nm for prostate optical model and the three tumors are listed in table 1.
Table 1 Optical parameters of simulation model

Tissue

Prostate

Tumor-1

Tumor-2

Tumor-3

μa /mm-1

0.03

0.3

0.3

0.3

μ s /mm-1

3.8

4.5

4.5

4.5

g

0.95

0.97

0.97

0.97

n

1.43

1.40

1.40

1.40

Fig.1 A 3D tumor-embedded prostate model using trans-urethral laser illumination. (a) By spherical diffusing light

(SDL); (b) by cylindrical diffusing light (CDL)

Two kinds of diffusing laser light sources were employed to simulate the trans-urethral laser illumination,
one was SDL with the diameter of 0.6 mm and its center was located at x=0, y=0, z=16 mm, as illustrated
in Fig. 1(a); the other was CDL with the diameter of 0.6 mm, the effective light length was 16 mm, and its
center was at x=0, y=0, z=13 mm, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The wavelength of these two light sources was
set to 732 nm since the depth of penetration at 732 nm was much larger than that at other wavelengths. The
total energy of incident light was all set to 1 J.

Because the Boltzmann equation was too difficult to be solved directly using analytic method, the Monte
Carlo (MC) simulation, as a numerical method, was now commonly used to calculate the light distribution in
tissues, especially suitable for the study of tissues with complex structure[18-22]. Studies have shown that the
MC result can be legitimately considered as the low-noise version of the actual physical measurement.
Recently, some simulation softwares of codes have been developed based on the MC method, in which
MOSE has several significant features，such as supporting the description of the medium with a regular
shape (ellipse, rectangle) under 2D, regular shape (ellipsoid, cylinder, cube) under 3D and irregular shape
(the boundary is described by a triangle mesh; for example, data in PLY, OFF, SURF, MESH, and AM formats),
and it is helpful for users to implement the MC simulation under a complex medium. It is more notable that
the accuracy of the simulation from MOSE was validated by real experiments[14-15].

In this section, the abstract optical model was combined with MOSE 2.3 to investigate light absorption
distribution in prostate tissues irradiated by these two diffusing light sources. The record range of light
distribution in the process of simulation was (-10 mm, 10 mm) in x-axis, (-19 mm, 19 mm) in y-axis,
(0, 31.84 mm) in z- axis; and the record step was set to 0.2, 0.38 and 0.3184 mm, respectively. The
total incident photon number was 500000.

3 Results and discussion
The light absorption results for the tumor-embedded prostate model were shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, in

which Figs. 2(a) and 3(a) were for yz-plane; and Figs. 2(b) and 3(b) were for xz-plane. The light absorption
in all figures represents the logarithm of absorbed energy. It can be seen that light absorption happened
everywhere in the prostate tissue model by using trans-urethral laser illumination. It is worth noting that
there was symmetrical light absorption around the light source. It indicates that laser illumination from
urethral can allow the prostate tissues to obtain more efficient light absorption, particularly at deep positions.
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Comparing Fig. 2(a) with Fig. 2(b), it is found that the lateral distribution scope of uniform light absorption
within the prostate model through CDL illumination is much larger than that through SDL illumination. The
absorbed light energy near light source is lower, which can avoid heat damage of normal tissues. The
difference between Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) is similar to that between Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b). But the
light distribution range at xz-plane is much smaller than that at yz-plane. It can be explained as the influence
of boundary reflected by the photons. As the prostate tumor occurred mainly in the posterior lobe near the
xz-plane, the absorbed light energy at xz-plane was selected for further analysis.

Fig.2 Light absorption distribution of the tumor-embedded prostate model produced by two light sources at

yz-plane (x=0). (a) SDL; (b) CDL

Fig.3 Light absorption distribution of the tumor-embedded prostate model produced by two light sources at

xz-plane (y=0). (a) SDL; (b) CDL

In Fig. 3, strong light energy absorption at three spherical absorbers was observed compared to
surrounding normal prostate tissues. With regard to CDL, absorbed light energy in tumor-1 is the same as
that in tumor-2. However, absorbed light energy in tumor-1 is much larger than that in tumor-2, in which
SDL was used. The difference also exists between Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b), which represent the light
absorption distribution of the tumor-embedded prostate model at the yz-plane where x=2 mm. In addition,
light absorption of tumor-3 decreases both in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b).

Fig. 4 Light absorption distribution of the tumor-embedded prostate model produced by two light sources at

yz-plane (x=2 mm). (a) SDL; (b) CDL

In order to give further comparison of light absorption distribution of the two diffusing light sources,
absorbed light energy distribution profiles through tumor center along z direction and x direction are
shown in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b), respectively.
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The absorbed intensity profiles along z direction or x direction both reveal the tumor boundary, and the
tumor size can be determined by the curves. Fig. 5(a) illustrates that the light absorption in tumor-1 is almost
the same as that in tumor-2 since there is a larger distribution range of uniform light absorption irradiated
by CDL. But light energy absorption in the two tumors is quite different when they were irradiated by SDL.
Absorbed light energy in tumor-1 is much higher than that in tumor-2. Furthermore, whether irradiated by
SDL or CDL, light absorption in tumor-1 decreases to that in tumor-2 according to the exponential decay.
As we know, the function of the light fluence F(x) on the tissue and the depth x agrees with the Beer Law,
which states F(x) = F0 exp(-μ t x) , where F0 is the initial light fluence, μ t is the total attenuation coefficient

of the tissue. When x increases, the light fluence F(x) will decrease according to above equation, thus the
light absorption energy A(x) = μaF(x) in tumor decreases since the optical coefficient of tumor is equivalent.

Fig.5 Profiles of absorbed light energy distribution. (a) Along z direction through center of tumor-1 (x=2 mm);

(b) along x direction through center of tumor-1 (z=16 mm)

The results hint that light energy absorption of tumors irradiated by SDL is significantly different at
different locations, which is not conducive to 3D scanning of PAI, as well as the analysis of variance between
photoacoustic signal and light source. But light energy absorption of tumors irradiated by CDL is roughly
uniform in a large range. Since absorbed light energy by CDL along x direction is less than that by SDL,
increase of laser energy of CDL is allowed for further imaging depth whereas the normal tissue is not
destroyed. Therefore, the CDL was used for the following simulation.

Relationship between absorbed light energy in two tumors and laser energy is shown in Fig. 6(a) for tumor-
1 centered at (2,0,16) mm and Fig. 6(b) for tumor-2 centered at (5,0,16) mm. Relatively linear relationship

Fig.6 Relationship between light absorption in tumor and laser energy. (a) Tumor-1; (b) tumor-2

Fig.7 Relationship between light absorption in tumor and absorption coefficient of tumor
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between light absorption and incident laser energy is observed. Likewise, Fig. 7 indicates that there also exists
relatively linear relationship between light absorption energy and absorption coefficient of tumor. Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7 can also be easily interpreted by the Beer′s Law, and show the reliability of the simulation. Thus the
imaging depth of PAI may be improved by increasing laser energy or using contrast agents which can enhance
the optical absorption properties of tumor tissues.

4 Conclusion
The numerical simulation of a 3D optical model of a complex structure bio- tissue will be useful for

quantitative prediction of the light absorption distribution for optical imaging in biomedicine. A tumor-
embedded prostate optical model was employed combined with a latest published simulation platform MOSE
to provide the light absorption distribution in the prostate tissue through trans-urethral laser illumination
using CDL and SDL. In addition, the effect of the laser energy and absorption coefficient of tumor on the light
absorption energy in tumor was demonstrated. The results show that laser illumination from urethral will
allow the prostate tissue to obtain more efficient light absorption than trans- rectal light illumination,
particularly at deep position. Light absorption distribution of tumors irradiated by CDL has a relatively
uniform characteristic in a large range, with its value around the light source less than that of SDL. It indicates
that the CDL source is more suitable for the 3D scanning of PAI than SDL. Laser energy and tumor absorption
coefficient has linear effect on the light absorption of tumor, which is consistent with the diffusion theory.
Therefore laser energy of cylindrical diffusing light source should be raised appropriately without worrying
about heat damage of normal tissue around light source, and contrast agents which can enhance the optical
absorption properties of tumor tissues may be used in order to further imaging depth. These conclusions
will be helpful to optimize the laser delivery modality in a photoacoustic imaging system.
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